Structured light has become a widespread technique for the development of camera-based 3D sensors. The structured illumination provides texture to homogeneous objects and thus allows for the reliable determination of the disparity of each object point in a stereo-camera setting. Even a monocular 3D sensor is possible if the light projector has a fixed relative position to the camera and if the structured light is coded, i.e. the position within the whole light pattern can be reconstructed uniquely from a small local window of the pattern, the uniqueness window. Coded patterns with such a uniqueness property are called Perfect SubMaps (PSM).
INTRODUCTION
Due to advances in high-resolution and high-speed electronic imaging sensors and increasing computational power there has been considerable progress in the development of 3D surface imaging technologies over the past few years. The applications are numerous and range from optical position measurement, scanning of objects, and gesture recognition to the endoscopic detection of physiological parameters, among others. [1] [2] [3] [4] Various technical approaches for 3D surface imaging have been established: stereo vision, time-of-flight cameras, laser triangulation, and structured light. In this paper we focus on structured light systems which are known for their good overall performance in terms of resolution, speed of measurement, and cost efficiency.
Techniques for surface imaging by structured light can be categorized as either sequential (multiple-shot) or single-shot. As sequential approaches are appropriate only for static objects we concentrate on single-shot techniques, which in turn can be divided into three categories: techniques using continuously varying structuredlight patterns, techniques based on 1D encoding schemes (strip indexing), 5 and techniques using 2D encoding schemes (grid indexing). 1 We focus on the latter because 2D structured light encoding patterns are the most robust with respect to varying object reflectivity and distortions of the optical system. A 3D surface imaging system based on a 2D structured light pattern at least consists of a camera and a pattern projector with a fixed relative position of both. The depth of each object spot can then be calculated from the disparity of the pattern detail the camera sees at this spot. As the structured illumination provides texture to homogeneous objects it can also help to improve the 3D surface imaging in a conventional stereo vision system because it increases the depth visibility of low-textured object parts. 6 Recently, 2D encoding patterns have been used even for light field 3D imaging with structured light.
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A light pattern projector is needed in any case. In principle any kind of projector is suitable for this purpose (e.g. a conventional projector based on imaging) if the light spectrum meets the requirements of the camera sensor. However, laser diode light sources are preferable because they can be very small and inexpensive and have good projection properties due to their point-shaped beam. Due to the coherent laser light the pattern can then be created by sending the collimated laser beam through a diffractive optical element (DOE) that modifies the light wave in such a way that the pattern will appear by diffraction. In this article, we examine the properties of patterns that can be generated by such DOE projectors.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we investigate the properties of 2D structured light patterns for DOEs and how they can be created. Section 3 defines the quality metrics of such DOE patterns. The properties of the according DOEs are presented in section 4. Some simulation results with publicly available real-world patterns and some live experiments are shown in section 5, before we will finish with a conclusion.
STRUCTURED LIGHT PATTERNS
The concept of 2D encoding pattern techniques is to uniquely label every subwindow in the projected pattern, such that the position within the whole light pattern can be reconstructed uniquely from a small local window of the pattern, the uniqueness window of size u × v. Coded patterns with such a uniqueness property (or window property) are called Perfect SubMaps (PSM). 
Constraints imposed by utilization of DOEs
In principle, the PSMs can contain any number of brightness levels (i.e. the size of the alphabet of the code).
The maximum signal-to-noise ratio, however, which is particularly important for monocular 3D surface imaging systems and for non-uniform object reflectivity, is achieved if only two brightness levels are used 8 and if the light spots are isolated. In this case the PSM is a binary grid pattern with code symbols that are either 0 or 1 and, for a robust detection of the light spots, each 1 is surrounded by zeros (isolation property).
For most optical 3D sensors it is sufficient that only a repeating part of the structured light pattern is a PSM, i.e. the complete pattern consists of identical tiles that are toroidal PSMs (TPSM). A TPSM of size W × H is a PSM mapped on a torus with
and satisfies the uniqueness condition on the torus, i.e. all sub windows of size u × v on the torus are unique (see fig. 1 ). The toroidal property ensures that the unique mapping does not get lost at the border of the tiles, i.e. the minimum horizontal distance of two identical subwindows of size u × v in the tiled pattern is W and the minimum vertical distance is H.
The most efficient way to build powerful structured light projectors with a small size is to combine a collimated diode laser with a diffractive optical element (DOE) that generates the PSM from the collimated laser beam. In applications, large projection angles, high contrast, and a good suppression of the undesired undiffracted (zeroth-order) laser beam are required. This currently can be achieved only with binary DOEs. However, such DOEs only can generate patterns that are central symmetric with respect to the 0th order of diffraction, i.e. the center of the pattern. 9 Therefore, in this work we focus on the design and the evaluation of (central) symmetric isolated binary toroidal PSMs (SIBTPSM) for structured light DOEs. Figure 1 . Four tiles of a toroidal PSM (TPSM) with a 9 × 9 uniqueness window. The uniqueness condition is satisfied even at the border of the tiles.
Generation of PSMs
Various approaches have been described for generating PSMs. Some of them are derived from De Bruin sequences which can be regarded as a one-dimensional PSM with a k window property that contains each possible code in its subsequences of length k exactly once. De Bruijn sequences can easily be constructed e.g. by Galois fields 10 or graph theory 11 and can be used for 1D encoding schemes (strip indexing).
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2D toroidal PSM tilings can be created by combining two one-dimensional De Bruijn sequences appropriately, either by calculating the outer product, by a shifting scheme, or by folding. 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] The construction of 2D toroidal PSMs not based on De Bruin sequences is more difficult. Several approaches have been suggested using evolutionary algorithms 14, 17 or brute force exhaustive search. 8, 18, 19 These algorithms are computationally very expensive and only allow for the creation of relatively small binary PSM patterns in a reasonable time.
However, there is a drawback that is even worse. All of the PSMs in the cited publications are not SIBTPSMs and thus cannot be used in our case. They are neither central symmetric nor do they meet the isolation property. Most of them are even not binary but use either more than 2 code symbols or color codes not suitable for DOEs. The same holds true for the PSMs presented in Refs. [20] [21] [22] . A central symmetric monochrome PSM is created in Ref. 23 . However, it uses 3 symbols, has a size of only 27 × 29, and it does not satisfy the isolation property. The PSMs suggested in Ref. 24 have a considerable size of 200 × 200 and satisfy the isolation property, but they are not SIBTPSMs because they lack the central symmetry.
To the best knowledge of the authors, the only published sufficiently large SIBTPSM is the proprietary DOE pattern developed by the company PrimeSense, that was used in their PS 1080 sensor, the popular Microsoft Kinect sensor, and the ASUS Xtion Pro Live. It was reverse engineered and analyzed in Ref. 26 , and in the following we refer to the SIBTPSM of this pattern as KIN. The three mentioned sensors based on these patterns have been widely used by the scientific community for various projects in which 3D data aquisition was required and therefore represent a suitable benchmark for our efforts presented in this paper.
For lack of available SIBTPSM patterns with considerable size we used our own proprietary algorithms (which are beyond the scope of this paper) to generate three SIBTPSMs on a massively parallel high-performance computer (referred to as VAN2, VAN3, and VAN4, respectively). Sections of these patterns are shown in fig. 2 . In the following sections the properties of these patterns are analyzed and compared to the KIN pattern.
QUALITY METRICS
For the evaluation and comparison of different structured light patterns in general, and (SIBT)PSMs in particular, appropriate quality metrics have to be defined. One obvious quality feature of a PSM is its size, i.e. its width and its height, as these quantities are directly related to the maximum disparity (and thus the maximum depth range) that can be determined unambiguously by a stereo correspondence algorithm. So in general a larger pattern is better. However, in the usual and often preferable setup where the horizontal axis of the pattern is parallel to the epipolar axis between the pattern projector and the camera(s) only the width of the pattern is almost directly proportional to the maximum unambiguous disparity. The PSM height is usually less important as the vertical pattern axis is orthogonal to the stereo disparity. Thus the effect of the pattern height depends more or less on the distortion of the projected pattern, i.e. the geometric imaging quality of the DOE. If the epipolar configuration is perfect and the distortion is very low the PSM height can be reasonably small (typically a few times the uniqueness window height for a robust 3D sensor). If the distortion is large, as e.g. with the Kinect DOE, 27 the PSM should be correspondingly higher in order to avoid a stereo correspondence mismatching.
As the uniqueness window defines the smallest subwindow of the pattern that can uniquely be identified for a reliable stereo matching, the size of the uniqueness window is an indicator of the lateral resolution of the depth measurement. The smaller the uniqueness window, the higher the resolution of the depth image. Another advantage of a small uniqueness window is the better decoding performance, particularly in a monocular setup where the code patterns in the subwindows must be mapped to code positions directly. The number of bits of a codeword in a binary pattern is equal to the size of the uniqueness window. This is of practical relevance, since, for example, a codeword of a PSM with 7 × 7 window property needs only 60% of the bit length of a PSM with 9 × 9 window property and can be stored in a simple 64-bit integer variable.
Real world recordings of the projected pattern may contain errors which weaken the robustness of the uniqueness property. This can be described by the Hamming distance which is defined for two subwindows of size u × v at the positions (i 1 , j 1 ) and (i 2 , j 2 ), respectively:
The 
and
In particular, a PSM with u × v window property must satisfy the condition H u,v ≥ H min u,v ≥ 1. A larger Hamming distance means a more robust pattern against noise or other error, so the minimum and the average Hamming distance are expected to be useful quality metrics of PSMs.
Another pattern metric is the spot density ρ which can be defined as the number of light dots divided by the total number of grid positions in the pattern, i.e.
Finally, the quality of the 3D reconstruction can depend on the uniformity of the light dots (i.e. the 1's) in the pattern. Thus we define the n-uniformity γ n as the standard deviation of the light dot frequency in a sliding window of size n × n, i.e.
With this definition, a lower value of γ n corresponds to a more uniform distribution of the light spots in the pattern. The calculated metrics of the patterns VAN2, VAN3, VAN4, and KIN, respectively, are shown in table 1. It should be noted that the various metrics are not completely independent. For example, with a growing PSM size it becomes more difficult to ensure a large average Hamming distance. This is the reason why the relatively small pattern VAN2 gets the best marks in this category. The average Hamming distance also naturally decreases with a decreasing spot density since the number of possible codewords is reduced then. This accounts for the very good average Hamming distances of the relatively large VAN3 pattern with a high spot density compared to VAN4 and KIN.
DIFFRACTIVE OPTICAL ELEMENTS
The diffractive optical element for the generation of the structure light pattern needs to fulfill a few conditions in order to be usable in practical application. The projection should be created with no or low geometrical distortion, it should provide high light efficiency, good uniformity of the power distribution among the desired spots, and a high contrast. In addition, for the use with higher power lasers, a very good suppression of the undesired zeroth diffraction order is required, in order to permit the classification of the laser-based projection unit incorporating the DOE into a low laser safety class, ideally as an eye-safe device. Last but not least it is desirable to use only few surface levels in the microstructure in order to limit the fabrication effort, and we have therefore focused from the start on using binary DOEs with just two surface levels.
Diffractive optical elements for high-angle patterns require that each spot is chosen as a suitable diffraction order, so that the directions of the created diffraction beams form an undistorted pattern. 28 After selection of the desired diffraction orders to define the target intensity distribution among the spatial frequencies represented by the diffraction pattern of the DOE, well-known design algorithms like the IFTA 29 can be applied. A good angular accuracy can already be achieved by using a sufficiently large grating period of the DOE, which results in a fine spatial frequency grid. Moreover, it is possible to create arbitrary diffraction angles even with binary DOEs.
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For zero order reduction, one option can be to use two DOEs in a sequence. 25 Nevertheless it is more attractive to use only a single DOE, which makes the diffractive projector simpler and allows for more degrees of freedom in the pattern design, particularly with respect to repetitions of the SIBTPSM and the correction of geometric distortions. In order to have a low zero order, there is a simple model for binary DOEs, provided that the feature sizes are large enough to justify the application of scalar diffraction theory to the problem. Both partial surfaces of the DOE can be considered the source of two coherent light waves which will then interfere in the far field. In order for this interference to be destructive, which corresponds to a suppression of the zeroth order, both partial waves need to carry the same share of the energy (i.e. 50%), and have a mutual phase delay of π. Fourier diffraction theory 9 provides also an analytic expression for the zeroth order efficiency η 0 . It is simply given as the modulus of the integral of the light field amplitude over the aperture of the DOE, or under the simplifiying assumption of a incident plane wave with constant intensity, as
where φ denotes the phase delay introduced between the partial waves by the DOE, and f denotes the share of the area of the DOE microstructure surface that is air, compared to the remaining area being a dielectric material, or vice versa.
In our case however, we need to mention that due to the larger diffraction angles we have targeted, the features sizes of the binary DOE get so small, that scalar diffraction theory is not valid anymore. And because both the grating period and the number of created diffraction orders are quite large, a rigorous simulation is not possible. Nevertheless for other, simpler binary DOEs which can be simulated, it can be shown that the quantities that need to be optimized in order to suppress the zero order and to optimize the diffraction efficiency are in fact still the same. 31 After design and fabrication of the DOEs using laser lithography, galvanoforming and compression molding with polycarbonate as the material of both the substrate and the microstructure of the DOE, we measured the zeroth order experimentally for a range of wavelengths (see figure 3) . It is evident that we were able a very good suppression of the zeroth order to 0.1% at the laser wavelength λ D of 830nm targeted by our design, and that for other wavelengths the zeroth order increases, as predicted by formula 7.
When changing the laser wavelength λ, in addition to the increase in zeroth order power, also scaling and geometrical distortion effects will occur. A laser spot which in any plane perpendicular to the optical axis is incident at a distance proportional to tan θ(λ D ), will as a function of λ move to which leads to different (and for large changes |λ − λ D | increasingly nonlinear) scaling effects, as can be seen in figure 3 . For wavelengths smaller than λ D , a barrel distortion of the pattern will be observable, and for larger wavelengths a cushion distortion. Nevertheless, for the rather small changes of wavelength in the application, in many cases mostly governed by the change of laser diode wavelength with temperature (typically 0.3nm/K), the distortion effects are small, and if necessary can be taken into account. As already mentioned in section 2.1, patterns often contain repetitions of tiles, and for the sake of achieving a large enough field of view, the three SIBTPSMs (compare figure 2) were used as base tiles for three larger patterns, which were then created by three dedicated DOEs. Table 2 summarizes the properties of the DOEs.
RESULTS
To evaluate our SIBTPSMs and DOEs with regard to their usefulness for optical 3D sensing we tested them in two different experiments: a simulation of an idealized, distortion-free projection of the PSM, recorded with a perfect and distortion-free stereo camera pair, and a real-world experiment with a laser projector using the real DOEs and an NIR stereo camera setup. In order to get quantitative results we use a simple virtual sloping wall as a scene for the simulation and a slightly more complex scene with two boxes in the foreground for the live tests. The details and the results are presented in the following sections. 
Simulation
In our simulation experiment we assumed the following setup: Two identical coplanar cameras with distortionfree lenses and a relative distance of 70mm are directed to the object, a sloping planar wall in a distance of 1200mm that is rotated by 15 degrees around the vertical axis. The epipolar geometry is supposed to be perfect, i.e. the line connecting the two centers of the image planes is part of the common x-axis, and thus the images are already rectified for stereo matching. The laser projector is coplanar to the cameras and on the x-axis as well. The distance from the left camera is 50mm, and 20mm from the right camera. By means of ray tracing and triangulation we computed the two images recorded by the cameras.
These synthetic images were used for stereo matching to calculate the depth image. For this we chose the semi-global stereo block matching algorithm StereoSGBM of the OpenCV library 32 in the mode MODE SGBM 3WAY with the following parameters (i.e. with all filtering options switched off): minDisparity = 0, numDisparities = 96, blockSize = 7, P1 = P2 = 0, disp12MaxDiff = 0, preFilterCap = 0, uniquenessRatio = 1, speckleWindowSize = 0, speckleRange = 0. The resulting disparity images are shown in fig. 4 . The brightness of a point is proportional to the corresponding disparity and thus inversely proportional to the depth. Positions that could not be matched are marked in black. However, the disparity images were normalized to show maximum contrast, so they cannot be compared directly. Three of the patterns (VAN3, VAN4, KIN) produce reasonable results with only a few missing points.
VAN2 shows larger spots of missing points due to its non-uniformity: in some areas of the PSM the density of the spots is very low which can lead to problems in the stereo matching process.
Apart from some missing points all of the four PSMs produce reasonable results with regard to the depth measurement of by far most of the points. However, VAN2, VAN3, and KIN show a few very light dots indicating extreme disparity outliers. These outliers are due to stereo mismatching, presumably because the minimum Hamming distance of these patterns is very low (≤ 1) and thus the patterns are not very robust against errors at some positions. Only VAN4 (with a minimum Hamming distance of 3) is completely free of such outliers. This is in line with the results of the accuracy analysis shown in table 3. The more uniform patterns VAN4 and KIN yield a better overall RMS accuracy than the less uniform patterns VAN2 and VAN3. The best results are obtained with the VAN4 pattern.
Live Tests
The experimental stereo setup for the live test consisted of two coplanar NIR cameras (IDS UI-3240ML-NIR-GL) with a longpass 800nm filter (MIDOPT FIL LP800/34) mounted on a rig with a relative distance (baseline) of 168mm. For the structured light we used an 830nm diode laser (LaserComponents, 40mW) in the middle of the baseline together with our DOEs described in table 2.
As we did not have access to a separate DOE producing the KIN pattern, we used an ASUS Xtion Pro Live stereo camera for projecting the KIN structured light pattern, without using its camera capabilities. The integrated diode laser of this device has significantly more power than the laser used with the other DOEs. With a LaserComponents XLP12 power detector we measured a light power past the KIN DOE that was more than twice as high as the light power behind the VANx DOEs with the 40mW laser. It can therefore be assumed that the diode laser of the ASUS device has a minimum power of 80mW. Thus a direct comparison of the results is at least problematic since the signal-to-noise ratio with the KIN configuration is better than the others by at least the factor 2. This should be kept in mind when evaluating the results.
The cameras were directed to a scene consisting of a sloping wall with an angle of ≈ 45
• relative to the baseline, and two cardboard boxes in the foreground. The closest point of the right box was about 2m from the cameras, and the farthest point of the wall was at a distance of about 4m. Fig. 5a shows an infrared image of the scene from the perspective of the left camera.
The cameras were calibrated using a chessboard calibration pattern, and the depth calculations were performed by stereo matching with the undistorted and rectified camera images using again the semi-global stereo block matching algorithm StereoSGBM of the OpenCV library 32 in the mode MODE SGBM 3WAY. For this real-life configuration, however, we used the following more 'realistic' parameters, including a moderate filtering: minDisparity = 16, numDisparities = 128, blockSize = 3, P1 = 0, P2 = 300, disp12MaxDiff = 1, preFilterCap = 63, uniquenessRatio = 10, speckleWindowSize = 100, speckleRange = 32.
The results are presented in fig. 5 . As the objects in the scene have low texture of their own the stereo camera yields very poor results without structured light illumination (see fig. 5b ). With structured light, all the four patterns (VAN2, VAN3, VAN4, KIN) give very good results in the near field where the signal-to-noise ratio of the projected pattern is sufficiently high. Only the KIN pattern produces very few missing or error points in the lower left part of the wall and on the frontal box. The reasons for this could be the relatively large minimum uniqueness window of the KIN pattern (9x9) and the large distortion of the KIN DOE. As expected, the number of errors generally increases with the distance from the cameras. Particularly VAN2 shows a larger number of errors or missing points in the far field that can be attributed to the relatively nonuniform spot distribution of the VAN2 pattern. The patterns VAN3, VAN4, and KIN, however, yield robust depth measurement even in the far field up to the maximum distance of 4m in this experiment. Interestingly, the results of VAN3 and VAN4 in the far field are almost as good as the results of the KIN setup although the latter was projected with roughly the double laser power and thus a much better signal-to-noise ratio. As in the simulation test, the best overall results are obtained with the VAN4 pattern, probably due to its good Hamming properties, the good uniformity, and the almost distortion-free DOE projection. The reconstructed point cloud of the scene using this pattern is shown in fig. 6 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we first identified properties of patterns for the structured light illumination of a 3D sensor that are projected using a laser and a diffractive optical element (DOE), and found that such a pattern should consist of tiles of a (central) symmetric, isolated, binary, toroidal perfect sub-map (SIBTPSM). We then discussed the generation of such patterns and and selected four SIBTPSMs for further evaluation. For this, we defined several quality metrics: the width and the height of the SIBTPSM, the size of the minimum uniqueness window, the minimum and the average Hamming distance, the spot density, and the n-uniformity. We also discussed the physical properties of DOEs and their effects on the pattern projection. The sample patterns and the corresponding quality metrics are evaluated with a simulation test and with a stereo camera live test.
Our results suggest that the uniqueness window size, the minimum and average Hamming distances, and the uniformity of the SIBTPSMs have strong impact on the quality of the depth measurement and thus the 3D reconstruction. A small uniqueness window is also beneficial for a fast decoding of the projected pattern. The PSM width is important, too, as it corresponds with the maximum possible disparity that can be detected unambiguously. For DOEs with low distortion, the PSM height is of minor importance. The same holds true for the spot density, which is (due to the restrictions of SIBTPSMs) varying only in a very small range anyway.
In our experiments we used a relatively weak 40mW laser for a reliable depth measurement of up to 4m and more with two of our SIBTPSMs, VAN3 and VAN4. The diffractive elements would permit significantly stronger laser sources of up to several 100mW optical power to be used in the application, if this would be required for applications with larger working distances, and the resulting projectors would still be eye-safe. The virtually distortion-free projection based on a single DOE approach contributes to the quality of the depth reconstruction, particularly for SIBTPSMs with limited height.
The developed SIBTPSMs can be used for other applications as well in which different parameters like fieldof-view angles, laser wavelengths, aspect ratios or local grid sizes are required, because the projection by DOEs offers a reasonable degree of flexibility in this regard. The results of our work should encourage researchers currently still using the common 3D sensors based on the PrimeSense platform to go for application specific diffractive structured light projectors that are based on competitive SIBTPSMs and potentially can offer better performance for their applications.
